With the No Problem typewriter, one typist can now do work as fast as 3 or 4 people using ordinary electric typewriters.

Plus, the basic intelligence for the No Problem typewriter is contained on No Problem Smart Discs™. So future functions and improvements can be added with new Smart Discs as they are developed.

One typewriter or a shared system
The No Problem Shared System™ offers you even greater typing capabilities.

The heart of the system is the Central Memory Unit. It can store up to 30,000 pages, giving you lower storage costs per page, and eliminating the need for typists to handle numerous discs.

You can start with one or two typewriter stations connected to the Central Memory Unit, and add typewriter stations or printers as your needs increase.

There is also an attractive economic factor in sharing printers and other equipment.

Advanced features
Consider the old method of incorporating complex mathematical equations into your copy: leave the space blank, then hand letter them in after the page was typed. Or, you could run to the photocopier, then "cut and paste."

With the No Problem Shared System, you can incorporate and edit virtually any equation you may encounter — right on the screen. It will display 256 different characters, including Greek and math symbols.

Line drawings can be constructed on the No Problem screen, too.

The No Problem Shared System automatically selects left, right, or center page position for numbers, and chapter names on even and odd pages. Repagination automatically updates section numbers to accommodate your additions and deletions.

Advanced editing automatically positions footnotes on the proper page.

And the printing of the No Problem Shared System approaches typeset quality and flexibility. Proportional and bold printing, to fit any format or width, is easily done. Even in two typestyles and two colors on the same page at the same time.

Most of all, the No Problem Shared System can improve your cost/performance ratio dramatically with its increased workforce.

Modular design protects your investment
You can add Shared System typewriter stations, standalone No Problem typewriters, printers and Smart Discs to your office at will.

So your investment will continue to be a money-making problem solver as long as you own the equipment.

The No Problem demonstration
Your Lanier representative won't waste your time with a memorized sales pitch.

We would rather show you how No Problem typing can solve your problems.

Send us this coupon and we'll call immediately to set up an appointment. Or call toll free (800) 241-1706.

Except in Alaska or Hawaii. In Georgia, call collect (404) 321-1244.

---

**The No Problem Electronic Typewriter from LANIER**

*It does more than just type.*
The world's leading scientists get their own Nature every week—and so should you...Now at ½ price.

If you're searching for a way to speed up your own research, if you're looking for advancement where you work, or if you're thinking of moving on to something more stimulating, how can you afford to get science news or research results late or second-hand?

We think you'll do better if you take out your own personal subscription to Nature, the science magazine that is read avidly—as soon as it is published—by the very scientists whose work is a challenge to your own continued progress.

With your own subscription to Nature you'll get the news and research reports you need, not as the fourth or ninth name on a routing slip, sometimes weeks after publication, but immediately, with all the advantages that immediacy implies.

Half-price offer
Until now, perhaps the only question about a personal subscription to Nature has revolved around the rather steep fee—$173 a year. For the moment, however, because we want to make Nature far more accessible to American scientists—who contribute 30% or more of each issue's contents—you may now get Nature at half-price—just $86.50 for the 51 weekly issues and yearly index.

Or you may start with a half-year trial, at $50; or a three-month trial, at $30.
Whichever your choice, simply fill in the coupon—and mail it today.

Get the benefits of your own Nature every week, just as the world's leading scientists have been doing for years. Clip and mail today.

Account No.

 Americans Express

 Exp. Date

Name

Address

City State Zip

Subscription orders must be accompanied by personal check or credit card number.

This offer available in the U.S. and Canada only.

Circle No. 327 on Readers' Service Card
Revco® has made quite a name for itself in a lot of foreign languages.

In fact, you'll find our products in some of the most remote corners of the earth. (At last count people were relying on Revco in 143 countries.) All because of our very sophisticated sales and service network.

Naturally any product demands routine service. We just want to make sure that when your Revco freezer needs servicing, it gets it from somebody who routinely services Revco products.

This is why the same Revco product performance developed in the United States works equally as well in Spain, Japan or South America.

So if you're in the market for a product and service that's good enough to travel abroad, imagine how good Revco products and services are right here at home.

**WHY WE'RE NUMBER ONE.**

You'll be surprised to learn that our product line is our only product line. It's not a side line. And it's the only product of its kind listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

Next, take where we build our products. Every space-saving Revco product is made in one of the world's few plants designed exclusively for the manufacture of ULTra-Low® temperature equipment.

Take the way we build the Revco line. Each product is engineered for maximum efficiency and lower operating costs.

Take all this into consideration and we're sure you'll insist on Revco.

**REVCO®** The world's leader in ULTra-Low® temperature equipment.
Refrigeration Products Division/Rheem Manufacturing Company
1100 Memorial Drive, West Columbia, S.C. 29169 Telephone (803) 796-1700 TWX 810-666-2103 Cable: Revco
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